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centering apparatus is of uniform construction; in another
embodiment, the centering apparatus is of dual durometer
construction.
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COAXIAL DRIVE CABLE CENTERING
APPARATUS

It is therefore an object of the present invention to provide
improved apparatus for centering a ?exible torque transmit
ting drive cable for concentric rotation within a cylindrical

This is a continuation application of Ser. No. 07/509,893,
?led Apr. 16, 1990, now US. Pat. No. 5,364,307, which was
a continuation-in-part of now abandoned application Ser.

shaft housing that retains the drive cable concentric through—
out its entire length against the natural tendency of the drive
cable to buckle and twist when subjected to excessive

torque.

No. 07/212,077, ?led Jun. 28, 1988, which was a continu
ation of now abandoned application Ser. No. 06/786,146,
?led Oct. 8, 1985, which was a continuation of now aban

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

doned application Ser. No. 06/496,826, ?led May 23, 1983.

The present invention provides apparatus for centering a
?exible torque transmitting drive cable for concentric rota
tion within a cylindrical cable housing. The centering appa
ratus comprises a cylindrical sleeve portion which is adapted
to receive the drive cable for rotation therein. The cylindrical
sleeve portion is formed with a plurality of support members

FIELD OF THE INVENTION
The present invention relates to a device for concentri

cally centering a ?exible torque transmitting drive cable for

extending normal from the surface thereof (i.e., radially

rotation within a cylindrical cable housing, and more par
ticularly to an apparatus of this sort having a plurality of ?ns

extending radially from a cylindrical sleeve portion to
engage the Inner surface of the cylindrical drive cable
housing in order to retain the drive cable in concentric

20

rotation with the cylindrical housing.
DESCRIPTION OF THE PRIOR ART

25

also a structural member of the particular device intercon

rupted curved centerline) to a spiraled axis of rotation, the
deviation from the normal centerline being limited by the
distance relationship between the outside diameter of the

durorneter hardness and an outer, ?nned sheath of a different

durorneter hardness, the dual durorneter construction main—
taining required wear resistance, heat resistance and rigidity,
35
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FIG. 1 is an orthographic front view of a device that

utilizes the coaxial drive cable centering apparatus of the
45

present invention;
FIG. 2 is a cross sectional view of the coaxial drive cable

centering apparatus as used in the device in FIG. 1, taken
along lines 2-—2 in FIG. 1;
FIG. 3 is a pictorial view of Just a length of the coaxial
drive cable centering apparatus of the present invention, it of
course being understood that the entire length of the cen

tering apparatus extends the entire length of the cable

housing; and
55

center of rotation of the drive cable within the housing have
been in the form of periodic spacer elements positioned

about the non~metallic sleeve intermittently along the length
of the interface between the drive cable and the cable

housing. These intermittently spaced spacer elements have
also helped somewhat by drastically changing the period of

For a detailed description of the preferred embodiments of
the invention, reference is made to the accompanying draw

ings in which:

drive cable within the housing creates excessive friction
between the rotating cable and the housing which tends to
shorten the useful life of the drive cable and housing.
Attempts have been made to lessen this adverse effect by
enclosing the torque transmitting drive cable within a non
metallic coaxial conduit. This has had a minimal positive
effect in preventing the drive cable from “whipping” about
within the structural housing, but for the most part, has been

effective in reducing the noise generated by the cable
rotating within the housing. Further attempts to stabilize the

while at the same time being effective to reduce effects of
vibration.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

drive cable and the inside diameter of the structural cable

housing. This construction has obvious disadvantages in the
form of excessive ?exirrg of the drive cable causing accel
erated material fatigue thereof. Additionally, when the drive
cable buckles at high speed rotation, the “chattering” of the

portion (and thus the torque transmitting drive cable) in
continuous uniform coaxial alignment with the cylindrical
drive cable housing.
The rotating drive cable is fully supported along its entire
length within the cable housing by the centering apparatus of
the invention to prevent the drive cable from buckling or
otherwise twisting under excessive torque. In accordance
with a ?rst preferred embodiment of the invention, the
centering apparatus is of uniform construction along its
entire length. In accordance with an alternate embodiment,
the centering apparatus is formed of an inner sleeve of one

Frequently, in applications utilizing a ?exible, torque
transmitting rotary drive cable, the housing for such cable is
necting the drive and the driven members, and as such, is
necessarily a larger and heavier member and has a much
larger inside diameter than the outside diameter of the
?exible drive cable. In devices such as this, when an
excessive amount of torque is applied to the driven end of
the cable, the drive cable tends to buckle and otherwise twist
from a normally linear centerline or axis of rotation (or
alternatively, an axis of rotation having a smooth, uninter

from a theoretical geometric center of the cylindrical sleeve
portion) in a manner to engage the inside cylindrical surface
of the drive cable housing to retain the cylindrical sleeve

60

FIG. 4 is a depiction of an alternate embodiment of the
coaxial drive centering apparatus of the invention in a cross
sectional view similar to that shown in FIG. 2.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE
INVENTION
Turning now to the drawings, wherein like parts are

indicated throughout the speci?cation and drawings with the

resonant frequency of vibration of the drive cable as it

rotates within the housing. However, during use, unless

same reference numerals, and more speci?cally to FIG. 1, a

these various spacers are permanently a?ixed to the non

mechanical device utilizing the coaxial drive cable centering
apparatus of the present invention is shown. In this particular
application, the device 10 takes the form of a portable

metallic drive cable sleeve, they will slide axially along the
sleeve, thereby negativing any positive e?ect that they
otherwise would have.

65

sling-held type lawn mowing and edging tool. This mowing
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and edging tool 10 comprises a motor driving unit 12, which
may be either gasoline powered or electric (a gasoline
powered motor is shown in FIG. 1), which is connected to
a driven unit 14 comprising a rotary head 16 having a

within the cylindrical sleeve 32 for functional rotation
therein. It will be appreciated that in this preferred embodi~
ment of the present invention, the diametrical tolerances of
the cable centering apparatus are determined by both the

?exible cutting line 18 a?ixed thereto for rotating with the

particular application and the particular method of installing

head in a manner to cut or trim grass, weeds, etc. along

the device within a metallic structural cable housing 20. By

sidewalks, around trees and poles, etc. , generally where

maintaining dimensional tolerances of the centering appa

conventional rigid cutting elements may not be used.

ratus 30, and speci?cally the theoretical outside diameter
thereof, the coaxial drive cable centering apparatus 30 is
preferably constrained against any rotational movement
within the cable housing 20, in order to more e?cectively
maintain the concentric relationship of the cylindrical sleeve

The motor driving unit 12 and the driven unit 14 are
interconnected by a casing 20 which, as shown in FIG. 1,
takes the form of a cylindrical housing wherein a ?exible
torque transmitting drive cable is rotatably housed for trans
mitting rotational movement from the motor driving unit to
the driven unit, and ultimately to the ?exible cutting line 18.
This ?exible torque transmitting drive cable is best shown in
FIG. 2 at 22 to be concentrically positioned within the casing
20. The lawn mowing and edging tool 10 also includes a
handle 24 and a strap device 26 for enabling an operator to

10

portion 32 (and therefore the ?exible torque transmitting
drive cable 22) relative to the ?exible drive cable housing.
In this regard, it should also be noted that the inside diameter

of the cylindrical sleeve portion 32 is slightly larger than the
outside diameter of the ?exible torque transmitting drive
cable 22 in order to permit free rotation of the drive cable
within the sleeve.

manually move the device about and cut or trim around

curbs, trees, walls, etc., as desired.
With this background in mind, reference is now made to
FIG. 3, wherein a length of the coaxial drive cable centering
apparatus of the present invention is shown, generally illus
trated by the numeral 30. Only a short section of the cable
centering apparatus 30 is shown in FIG. 3, with the under

20

housing 20 throughout the entire length of the cable housing.
This is especially important when, as shown in FIG. 1, the
25

30

?ns. These support members or ?ns 34 extend normally
from the outer surface of the cylindrical sleeve portion 32.

plurality of radially extending support members 34 function
to maintain this relative concentricity even through extreme
curvatures of the ?exible drive cable housing 20 having a
relatively short radius of curvature as shown in the device

attached, or preferably formed therewith, a plurality of

radially extending support members 34, commonly called

cable housing 20 is curved in order to direct or otherwise

change the axis of rotation of the ?exible cutting line 18
about the rotary head 16, relative to the axis of rotation of
the driving member (not shown) of the motor driving unit
12. Those skilled in the art will also appreciate that the

standing that when used with the mowing and edging tool 10
of FIG. 1, the cable centering apparatus extends the entire
length of the casing 20 from the motor driving unit 12 to the
driven unit 14.
Returning again to FIG. 3, the coaxial drive cable cen
tering apparatus 30 of the present invention is shown to
comprise a cylindrical sleeve portion 32, to which are

It will be appreciated by those skilled in the art that the
instant coaxial drive cable centering apparatus maintains the
drive cable 22 in concentric relationship with the cable

depicted in FIG. 1.
35

It should be pointed out that because the coaxial drive
cable centering apparatus of the present invention extends
the entire distance between the motor driving unit 12 and the

Altemately stated, these support members 34 extend radially
from the theoretical geometric center of the cylindrical

driven unit 14, the ?exible torque transmitting drive cable 22

sleeve portion 32, each ?n de?ning a plane passing through

is totally supported throughout its entire length, thereby

the theoretical geometrical centerline of the cylindrical
sleeve. In this preferred embodiment, it has been determined

40

maintaining uniform concentricity of the drive cable within

that ?ve support members or ?ns 34 are su?icient to retain

the cable housing, even under extreme conditions of high
speed rotation of the drive cable.

the cylindrical sleeve portion 32 in concentric relation ship
with the ?exible drive cable housing 20 (see FIG. 2). It is to

could also be formed with a second, outer cylindrical sleeve

Additionally, it is contemplated that the present invention

be understood, however, that any number of ?ns 34 in excess
concentric with the inner cylindrical sleeve 32, and formed
of two may be utilized in the instant invention without
with the outer edges of the radially extending ?ns 34.
departing from the spirit and scope of the invention as set
In one preferred embodiment, the coaxial drive cable
forth in the appended claims.
centering apparatus of the present invention is formed
Referring now to FIG. 2, the coaxial drive cable centering 50 entirely of a ?exible, yet structurally stable material, such as
apparatus 30 of the present invention is shown in section in
nylon. Additionally, the cable centering apparatus is formed

functional position within the ?exible drive cable housing
20. Also shown is the ?exible torque transmitting drive cable
22 which rotatably connects the motor driving unit 12 with
the driven unit 14 of the lawn mowing and edging tool
shown in FIG. 1. Each of the radially extending support

by extruding the apparatus in continuous length, thereafter
cutting tile apparatus to length for the particular application.
55

Of course, the coaxial drive cable centering apparatus may
be formed of any other comparable material, and may be

formed by bonding the plurality of ?ns to the cylindrical

members 34 comprises a ?n extending normal to the outer

sleeve portion as necessary. It is to be understood that the

surface of the cylindrical sleeve 32 at their respective points

product of such manufacturing process is to be considered
well within the scope of the instant invention.

of union 36. As shown, each of these ?ns 34 comprises an
elongate plane of uniform thickness across the entire surface
area thereof. As shown, the thickness of these radially

extending ?ns 34 approximates, but is not greater than, the
thickness of the wall of the cylindrical sleeve 32.
As best shown in FIG. 2, the coaxial drive cable centering
apparatus 10 of the present invention is positioned within the 65

?exible drive cable housing 20, and the ?exible torque
transmitting drive cable 22 is then positioned concentrically

In accordance with an alternate embodiment of the

coaxial drive cable centering apparatus of the present inven~
tion, and with reference now to FIG. 4, the centering
apparatus of this alternate construction (now designated for
comparison by reference number 30') is comprised, as
previously described, of an elongated cylindrical sleeve 32'
having a similar con?guration as the sleeve 32 depicted in
FIG. 3, but in this embodiment having an equal number,
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speci?cally six, radially disposed, circumferentially resilient

said ?ns being unconnected with one another at their outer

?ns 34'. In addition, however, an inner sleeve or sheath 40

ends,

is provided at, and along the entire length of, the inner
circumference of outer sleeve 32', the sheath 40 being
suitably interlocked with the sleeve 32' to prevent relative
rotation therebetween. In the example depicted, this is

said ?ns each extending continuously longitudinally over
a major portion of the length of said elongated sleeve,
said centering device being dimensionally formed to be
constrained against rotational movement within said

accomplished by radially projecting the symmetrically dis

cable housing.

posed bosses 41 received in corresponding notches in the
sleeve 32' preferably at the location of three of the ?ns 34'.
In accordance with a unique feature of this embodiment,

2. In combination with rotary power transmitting appa
ratus of the type including drive means, means for being
rotatably driven by said drive means, and a ?exible, torque
transmitting cable between and operably connected to said

the outer sleeve 32‘ is formed of a lower durometer hardness

material than the durometer hardness of the inner sleeve 40.
For example, the sleeve 40 can be formed of nylon having
a durometer hardness of at least Rockwell No. R78, while
the sleeve 32 may be formed of a polyole?n material having
a durometer hardness, preferably between Shore No. A90
and Shore No. D65, but no more than Rockwell No. R70. In

drive means and said rotatably driven means and mounted

for rotation within a generally cylindrical shaped cable
housing, said drive means rotating said cable and thereby
said rotatably driven means, a ?exible spacing device

extending through said cable housing for spacing said cable
from said cable housing, said spacing device comprising:

one embodiment, the sleeve 40 was formed of a hardness of
approximately Rockwell No. R108, and the sleeve 32 was of

a durometer hardness of approximately Rockwell No. R65.
Due to this dual durometer construction, the overall desired
rigidity, high wear, heat resistance and self lubrication
necessary for the long wear and effective functionality of the

an elongated sleeve member de?ning a generally circular

cylindrically shaped passageway through which said
20

coaxial drive centering apparatus is provided by inner sleeve
40, while the outer sheath 32', being of a lower durometer
hardness, has been determined to be effective in dampening

a plurality of projections extending radially outwardly
25

the effects of vibration and resulting noise resulting from the

respective spaces between one another and the cable

Those skilled in the art will readily appreciate that tile
overall designs of each of the disclosed embodiments of the
coaxial drive cable centering apparatus of the present inven
tion are particularly advantageous for use in connection with

housing and each of said projections extending sub
stantially continuously longitudinally over a major por
tion of the entire length of said elongated sleeve.
3. The combination as set forth in claim 2 wherein said

a portable sling-held type lawn mowing and edging tool, as
shown in FIG. 1, for example.
Although preferred embodiments of the present invention

elongated sleeve member comprises a single sleeve of
uniform construction.
4. In combination:
(a) power drive means, means for being driven by said
power drive means, and a ?exible, drive cable coupling

have been disclosed in detail herein, it should be understood
that various substitutions and modi?cations may be made to
such preferred embodiments without departing from the
scope and spirit of the present invention as recited in the

said driven means with said power drive means, said

power drive means rotating said cable and thereby said

appended claims.
What is claimed is:
1. In combination with rotary power transmitting appa
ratus of the type including drive means, means for being
rotatably driven by said drive means, and a ?exible, torque
transmitting cable between and operably connected to said
drive means and said rotatably driven means and mounted 45

for rotation within a generally cylindrical shaped cable
housing, said drive means rotating said cable and thereby
said rotatably driven means, a ?exible centering device

(c) a ?exible centering device extending through said

cable housing for essentially concentrically centering
said cable with respect to said cable housing, said

circular cylindrically shaped passageway through
50
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elongated sleeve and
a plurality of ?ns extending radially outwardly from said
elongated sleeve and with respect to said cylindrical
passageway a suf?cient distance to contact the interior

surface of said cable housing solely at the outer ends of
said ?ns and to concentrically center said cylindrical
passageway with respect to the interior of said cable

housing,
adjacent ones of said ?ns de?ning a space between one 65
another and between the interior surface of said cable

housing and said elongated sleeve,

power drive means and said driven means, said cable

extending through said cable housing;

(i) an elongated sleeve member de?ning a generally

centering device comprising:

said cylindrical passageway for rotation relative to said

driven means;

(b) an elongated cable housing extending between said

centering device comprising:

extending through said cable housing for concentrically
an elongated sleeve de?ning a generally circular cylin
drical passage-way through which said cable passes,
said cable being supported by said elongated sleeve in

from said elongated sleeve member and with respect to
said cylindrical passageway to contact the interior

surface of said cable housing, said projections de?ning

cable rotation.

centering said cable with respect to said cable housing, said

cable passes, said cable being supported by said elon
gated sleeve member in said cylindrical passageway for
rotation relative to said elongated sleeve member, and

which said cable passes, said cable being supported
by said elongated sleeve member in said passageway
for rotation relative to said elongated sleeve member,
said elongated sleeve member having an interior wall
portion of generally continuous, circular cross-sec
tion, and
(ii) a plurality of spaced apart ?ns external to said

elongated sleeve member and extending radially
outwardly therefrom to contact the interior surface of
said cable housing at the outer ends of said ?ns while
the cable is essentially centered within the cable

housing but adapted to engage only the interior wall
portion of said elongated sleeve member, each of

said ?ns extending substantially continuously longi
tudinally over a major portion of the length of said
elongated sleeve member.

